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All suppliers fitted together
A single panel that integrates all

All information given in a clear
Dimmer lighting

and univocal language

essential instruments.
No separate elements, just one
organised unit.

Design your
own panel

Various materials, each
with their own specific
qualities, are available
for the production of the
Lighting adjustable to

panel.

different colours

Presenting the new state of art Yachtpanels

Design

Creativity

The days that a bridge was stuffed full

The solution-focused method of EBT

example thereof is our Smart-line. This

of instruments and panels from different

Yachtpanels demands a creative

concept guarantees high levels of

suppliers are well and truly behind us.

approach. Each day we work out which

reliability, combined with a unique graphic

By integrating all this equipment in a

basic material is the most suitable

look. For more information on Smart-line,

single panel, the information becomes

for a specific project, how third-party

visit www.yachtpanels.com.

clear, while aesthetics on the bridge are

components will be installed, how we can

Some of our technical knowhow comes

increased.

combine materials, etc. Creativity is a

from solid training, but it is mainly based

Design is also an important aspect,

feature needed to make every yacht panel

on our vast experience.

creativity, technical knowhow and flexibility enable it to give each

ensuring the yachtpanel forms a whole

unique and efficient.

with the entire bridge.

As such, we go to extremes, yet within the

Flexibility

yacht its own, unique panel.

If you opt for rounded shapes on your

possibilities and qualities of the materials

The term flexibility is sometimes used all

bridge, EBT Yachtpanels will translate

and technology of course, to realise your

too easily. However, practice has taught

that to the shapes of the yachtpanel.

wishes.

EBT Yachtpanels that the design, drawing

The yachtpanel on your bridge should be state-of-the-art. A fine motto,
which EBT Yachtpanels would like to give substance to. Substance,
because EBT Yachtpanels has the experience to conclude that design,

Design also says something about the
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and manufacture of yachtpanels require

organisation of a yachtpanel: logical and

Technical knowhow

maximum flexibility. During the design and

organised, fitting within the overall look,

Besides design and creativity, EBT

drawing stages and in the manufacturing

based on maximum ergonomics. Design is

Yachtpanels also knows where it stands

stage, EBT Yachtpanels provides room

a specialism, one we have on the basis of

from a technical point of view. We

for adjustments. We offer you the flexibility

knowledge, but certainly also on the basis

effortlessly combine graphic techniques

needed to achieve a maximum end result:

of experience.

with electrical developments. A good

a customised yachtpanel!
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